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The fundaiaental purpose of this treatise is to
turn into English the Latin text of St. Augustine*s,
De B a ^ is tr o.

The method has boen out to make oloar

the thoughts ex ressed

jy St. Augustine,

although some

may still be doubtful, howsoever diligent the applic
ation may

save been*

I wish to express gratitude to

the Professor, Bev. Paul J. Xirohen, under whose charge
this was tar it ten.

1 ask this

ooon of the reader

if the translation be somewhat complicated

that

in parts,

he will attribute it not to negligence on my part but
to the technicalities of the subject.
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INTRODUC TION

The naturo of the De ^agistro

is tv/of old*

a searching inquiry conoorning speech and a
ion of the philosophy of Saint Augustine.
are Augustine,

and his son, Adeodatus.

it is

resentatThe s eakers

Tne book fore

stalls the conclusions of mod rn analysts oy centuries.
Aooording to Augustine,
ing.

the words we hear to ch us noth

Conversations are generally but monologues running

on parallel lines.

Words spokon by others bring# us

only 3uoh ideas as we have already derived from things.
We think we are exchanging thou hts w .areas we do out
exchange signs and sounds
thoughts already ours.
by Adeodatus

that serve to atvaken the

These thoughts are recapitulated

briefly as viewed on pages 27

to 29.

Augusti o expressos his philosophy against the theories
of innate ideas and pre-existenoe of the soul, which we
have soen in PlatOo

Augus tin e’s thought continues,

briefly given from pages 4b to 59,
sneaks.

The fundamental

is the fact that Christ
Eternal

*nd Divine.

in which he alone

truth brought out in the work
is the Great Teacncr,

wisdom

Cuirst answers in us and for us,

implanting truth in the mind of him who speaks or lis
tens •
The work it olf is an exhaustive survey of the
meaning of words and oollocates for future use, mater-

V

lal heretofore

soattered.

Augustine,

oeing well ac

quainted with the classical wor.cs of the titae, utilises
r '■
*

.

the same in the exposition of his doctrines»
Perseus,

ulcero»

Toronae etc» are quoted frequently showing

the penchant, of Augustine for olassical learning»
In fine,

the work is a splendid treatise, grammat

ically or philosophically speaking, assimilating truths
apropos of the current knowledge of tho time»
In conclusion,
itself,

one night add concerning the diction

th t in the words of J. P, Christopher,

in his

work on "Saint Augustine", "the language, African Latin,
is more correct than tho Latin of any other part of the
Roman Empire, not excluding Rome itself»

As early as

Juvenal, Africa had become famous for its rnetorioal
schools,
imitated.
was,

in which only olassical models were studied and
Consequently,

the Latin of these Provincials

if anything, painfully correct;

English of the

just as the written

Jnited States is frequently more correct.

If less idiomatic than the English of England»"

It per

haps may be for this reason that few difficulties
translating were encountered; moreover
comments may be attriouted

in

the paucity of

to this fact»

About Saint Augustine himself a few words will
suffice to acquaint

the reader with his life.

Aurelius

Augustinus was born on the thirteenth of November of the
year 354,

of Saint Monica and Patricius, at Tagaste, a

small

town of Ilumidia near iiadaura, Africa»

not baptised until he had reached
three, and then by Ambrose»

He was

the age of thirty-

Jishop of Milan*

In the

year 389 he wrote the De i-a^istro. shortly after which,
his son, Adeodatus,
dies*

the interlocutor of the dialogue,

After his ordination to the priesthood in 391,

he founded

the Monastery at Kippc»

In 396 he became

3ishop of Hippo at the death of Valerius.

Perhaps his

greatest work is his Oonfesslons (397) whioh he wrote
later.

ieing a prolific writer Augustine wrote innumer

able treatises,

articles,

preserved for posterity.
August 28, 430.

and letters;

most of them

He departed from this life,

C O N CE RN IN G THE TEACHER

C
What do we seem to you to wish to accomplish whoa we

Augustine.

speak?

M e ociatus.

This much noe «occurs to mst either to teach or learn.

Aug.

1 comply and agree with one of these; for by speaking
it is clear that we so wish to teach; but how about learning?

M.

How otherwise do you suppose we learn unless when we
ask questions?

lag.

Then» moreover » I know we wish nothing other than to
teach.

For 1 ask whether you question me for any reason

other than that you teach some what you wish» when you ask
questions?
M.

You are correct.

Aug*

Therefore» you see we seek nothing by speaking other
than to teach.

M.

I do not see it very well; for if speaking is nothing
other than uttering words» 1 see we accomplish this when we
eing.

And when we do this» alone and often» no pupil being

present* I think we do not wish to impart any knowledge.
Aug.

But I think there is a certain kind of teaching by mem
ory, truly great and which in our conversation the subject
matter will reveal.

But if you think that we do not learn

when we meditate and that we do not teach him who thinks
well» I make no apposition against you; and now the two causes
of speaking are that either we teach or that we are mindful
of ourselves or of others; and even when we sing» we accomplish

-ttiis; or hare you a diverse opinion?
lot exactly, for it is very seldom that I sing for the
sake of commemorating myself hut more so to delight myself*
1 see your opinion.

But do you not realise that» that

which delights you in song is a harmony of sound as it were.
And since this can hoth b? added to and taken away from wo
it is one thing to speak, another to sing.

For a song is

sung hoth on the trumpets and the harp and hirds sing; and
meanwhile, we hum music without words, which sound can he
called a song hut not a speech.

Or is your opinion different

on this subject?
Ho, those are my views.
Therefor e it seems ts you that speech is not ordained
except for teaching or commemorating.
It seems so, unless this fact would alter my opinion
that while we pray, assuredly we speak; and yet it ie not
right to believe that Gol is either to be taught something
hy us or be rea'n&ed.
I «U* «

W

d. ^

it i.

no oti-r

reaeon that we pray in inclosed rooms (hy which name we
designate the sane taray of the mind) than that God, as He
grants our desires to us, does not seek to he reminded or
taight hy our speech.

For he who speaks of his own volition

gives an outwardjpsign hy an articulate sound.

But God, in

those recesses of a rational being, which outwardly is called
man, hoth must he beseeched and earnestly entreated:

for he

wished these to he his temples; gray -tell me, have you not
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la the works of Puls
*y
*

"You know not ye are the temples of

God and the spirit of God dwelleth in you", and that Christ

.

dwells within man?

And have you not noticed in the sayings

of the Prophets*

" Speak in your hearts, and have compunction

in your chambers:

offer up the sacrifice of justice and hope

in the Lord?"

There do you think that the sacrifice of

Justice is offered up except in the temple
the chambers of the heart?
also we must pray.

01 the mind and in

There ve oust sacrifice, there

Thy is there not need of speech when we

pray, that is with articulate words, unless with courage as
priests do*
Hot that God, but that men may hear and be consecrated
to God by an agreement aa it were*

Or do you think otherwise?

Ad.

I entirely agree.

Aug.

Therefore, does this not more you, the fhet that the
supreme Teacher, when He taught Hie diclples to pray, taught
them certain words, in which He seemed to have accomplished
nothing other than to have taught them how they should speak
while praying?

Ad*

That does not affect me at all*

for He aid not teach

them words but these things with words, with which they were
both forcibly impressed and who should pfjjay and what should
be prayed for when they prayed in the recesses of the mind*

You. understand correctly; for at the same tins I believe
you perceive it, yet If anyone should dispute it, although
we utter no sound, still because we reflect on those words,
we speak within our soul; thus also by speaking I believe
we ac ontplish nothing else but recollecting when the memory
to which words are attached, by reflection causes those things
to come into the aind of which words are the symbols.
I understand and follow the arfument.

chapter U
Therefore we are agreed that words are symbols.
Agreed.
What symbol can be a sign unless it signifies something?
5o symobl can*
How many words are there in this 1 ne:

"Si nihil et

tanta superis placet urbe relinqui?"
There are eight.
Therefore there are eight symbols.
True.
I think you understand the meaning of this verse.
I think 1 do.
Tell me whet each word means.
I perceive indeed what

"si" means; but I find no

equivalent for it.
Anyhow, you see that, what, ie meant by this word, where
is it?
It seams to rse that "si" signifies doubt; for where can
doubt exist except in the mind?

I accept that explanation for a while, proceed with the
rest*
That can "nihil” mean exempt that which ie not?
Perhaps you are correct, bat what you coneeeded at or®
makes me withdrew my agreeing with you*

You say it is not

a sign unless it si&iifies something} but what ie not, in no
way can be anything*

Therefore the second word in this line

is not a sign because it does not signify anything, and we are
wrong to agree that all words are signs or that each si 0 a
means something*
Hay* you ask too ranch, but when we haven’t anything to
point out, in truth we express some words foolishly.

You,

however, in speaking with me, I believe you utter no words
without meaning*

But by means of all the wards that come

from your mouth you designate to rae that

1 understand something.

Therefore, you should not enuntiate those two syllables when
you apeak if you do not mean anything by them.

But if you see

that by them a necessary pronouncement is made, and that we
are taught or advlsea when they strike on our ears, m

also

see indeed what I should like to say but cannot explain*
That then are we to do?

Bo we mean that an affection

of the mind as it were, is signified by this word, when he
dees not see the subject matter, and yet he has discovered
that it doesn’t exist, or thinks he has discovered it, rather
than the subject matter itself which really is nothing at all?
That is perhap8 what 1 was trying to explain*
Therefore, let us pass on to whatever comes next for
fear that something most absurd befalls us.
fla0$epray tell me?

If nothing interests us, we waste time.
Indeed this is quite ridiculous, and yet I don't know
ho* i see this can happen; yet surely I see it has hap ened.
In its prpper place, this kind of arguing, if God will
permit, is more understandable to us.

So* return to that

line again, and try and see if you can disclose the meaning
of the other words of it.
The third word is the preposition "et" in place of which
I think we can substitute nde".
I do not ask that you substitute for one veil chosen
word, another as equally well chosen that means the same, if
it really means the same thing.
us grant that this is so.

But for the time being let

Certainly if that peet had not

said "ex tanto urbe" but "de tanto”, and if I should ask you
what "deH meant, you w^uld say "ex”; since thftae two words
are symbols, each for some thing; that is meaning something,
as you believe.

But I investigate this namely, what is the

meaning of the two words.
It fUeos to me .that there is a secret meaning as it
were, from that thing in which some meaning had been, because
it is said to be from that thing, or if that would not remain,
as in this line, the city not remaining, some Troians could
be from there; or if it did not remain, as we say , there
were merchants from the city of

Home in Africa.

Yhen I grant this to be 13j§xe and not enumerate how much
is found contrary to your rule, this assuredly is easy for
you to see, that you have expressed words by means of words,
that is, symbols by signs, and well chosen words by the same
well chosen - ords.

But I should like for you to shoe me those

things of which those are the symbols, if you can.
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Chapter 111

I wonder that you do not know or that rather you,

Ad.

unknowing pretend to do what you certainly wish you could
not do; certainly, if we converse wherewith can we answer
unless with words.

You, however, ask the same things which

whatever they are, assuredly are not words, which nevertheless
you ask from ms.

Therefore, at first you question me without

words so that I might answer in my turn by the same agreement.
1 admit you speak correctly.

Aug.

But if I should ask what

do those three woids mean, could you show me on your fingers
so I might then see the fact, of what is this three syllable
word the sign# yon showing me, but using m word»?
Z grant that this can only be done in names alone by

Ad.

which the body is meant, if these same bodily parts are in
view.
Aug.

Whether we mean the color of the body or instead a
certain quality ot the body?

Ad.

That’s it.

Aug.

Why can *t this also to snown on the finger?

Or do

you give boaily qualities to bodies so tnat those qualities,
when they are in view, nevertheless, can *t be explained
without words?
Ad.

When I spore of bodies, X meant all bodily things to
he understood, that is all things which are felt in bodies

Aug.

Severtheless, obscure attentively whether you have to
make any more exceptions here.

Too. advise >3« well:

for I ought to say not all bodily

objects but all visible objects.

For I admit that sound,

odor, taste, weight, heat and other things which pertain to
the other senses altogether which they cannot be perceived
without bodies and because thay are boaily things cannot,
however, be shown on the fingers.
Have you never noticed that men when they converse aS
it were with deaf people by gesture, and the deaf people
themselves no less , either ask by means of gesture, or
answer, or express themselves or explain something or anything
that they wish or certainly a great deal.

And when this

happens, assuredly not only visible things are shown without
words but also sounds, tastes and other like things.

For

actors in the^gpfes too, without words by gesticulating,
display and explain entire stories.
I have no argument against you, except that that sord
"et” not only I JJpSt even the pantomiming actor canid show
you without words what it meand.
May re you speak the truth; but let us pretend he can;
as I think you do not doubt that whatsoever movement

01 the

body there will be, with which he will attempt to snow m
the thing which is meant by this wora, that it will be the
feet Itself cut a sign.

Wherefore, he also, not only will

indicate word for word but also symbol for symbol; so that
both this aonosllable "ex" and that gesture mean one certain
thing, which I should like to he shown *|Bdiae other than by
pointing out.
I ask you, who car. do what you ask?
How could "paries"?

lot even that can he shewn without a sign, no matter
how much it

as advanced in learning.

For there certainly

is no means of moving the fingers for "paries" hat a sign
is given hy m a n s of which "paries" can he understood.
Therefore, I see nothing that can he shown without signs.
What if I should ask you what it is to walk and you
should rise and do it, would you use not the act itself to
trach as, rather than words or any other signs?
I admit that is so, and I aa ashamed that 1 d£dit.not see
the fact visible.
occur to m

Moreover, from it thousands of things

which are strong arguments in themselves, that

not by signs are :#wwn as eating, drinking, sitting, standing,
shouting and innumerable others.
Come now, tell me, if indeed not knowing the strength
of this word I should ask you while walking, what is walking,
how would you tell as?
1 should do it a trifle more quickly so that after your
questi doing you raignt be remind»! by bods newness, as it were,
and yet nothing else can be done than that which ought to be
shotmBon't y
Don't you know that it is one thing to walk, uaunh*; to
run?

For he who walks, does not forthwith run, aud he who

walks no longer runs, for we call both in writing and reading,
running by other innumerable things.

Wherefore, since that

which you were doing you would do more quickly after ray
questioning, I should think that walking is nothing other
than running.

For I know you had increased it, and for this

reason it she,Id be wrong.
I admit that we can ot show the thing without a sign,
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if we are being questioned when we do it; for if we add
nothing, ha who ask* will think we are not willing to show»
and will remain in contempt at rhat we do.

But if concerning

the things he asks which we can do, and nevertheless not at
t e same time asks how we do it, we can, after his question*
ing, "by doing it, to sho- what he asks by the thing itself
rathg^than by a sign, unless by chance he asks me while
speaking what speaking ie.
to teach

For whatever I shall have said,

1 shall say it ie necessary.

Continuing frost

this, I shall teach until 1 shall make evident to him what
he wishes, not withdrawing from the thing itself which he
desired to be shown to him, and not looking for symbols with
which I shall show it, other than the thing itself.

Chapter 17

Aug*

Absolutely correct.

Wherefore, see whetner it is agreea

between us now that those things can be shown without signs,
which we either symbolise when we ask questions, and never
theless immediately we can make signs, or we make these
signs merely by chance.

For when we speak we tasks slgus to

signify what we are talking about.
Ad.
Aug.

Agreed.
Therefore, when the question is put about certain signs,
signs can be demonstrated by means of signs:

but when the

question is put about things that are not signs, either by
making them, after the questioning, if they can be made, or
by raaking signs by means or which they can be noted.

Fage 11

Ad.

So it is.

Aug.

therefore in this triple division let us reflect on
this first» if you. wills

signs; for are words alone signs?

« *
<

that signs are s h o w toy m a n s of

Ad.
Ang.

Bo.
therefore it eeeas to me that we toy speaking either
signify virds toy means of words or owner signs» as a gesture
when we speak or a letter.

For what is signifisd toy these

two .ords are nevertheless, signa» or sore thing other that
-may not be a sign, as when we say "stone”, for this word
is a sign, for it signifies something» tout that which is
signified Iff it, is not toy an immediate consequence a sign.
Yet» this kind, that is, when those things which are not
signs are symbolised toy words» does not have any bearing on
this part which we have decided to discuss.

For we have

undest akin to consider that, that signs are s h o w toy signs»
and we have analysed two parts in it, when we express either
the same or other signs.toy means of signs or when ve speak
of -enem.
Ad.
Aug.

rfell me, don*t you think so?

That’s clear.
Therefore, well to what sense do those signs pertain
which are words.

Ad.

To the sense of hearing.

Aug.

What about gesture?

Ad.

To the sense of sight.

4

>
I

Aug.

What, when we have discovered written words, are they
not words?
understood?

Tell me are not the symbols of words as verily
Although it is a word which with another connot

ation is spoken toy an articulate voice, yet the voice cannot
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toe understood toy another sense than that of hearing, so it
happens that when a word is written, a sign is made to the
i

«

eyes, toy which that which pertains to the ears comes into
the mind*
.

^

Ad.
Aug.

I entirely agree.
I think that youalso

agreeon

thisthat we

signify

something when we utter a name.
Ad.

That’s true.

Aug.

Whate more?

Ad.

Indeed, that which

is calledanything, asBosalus,

Bone, Statue, river, and innumerable others.
Aug.
*•

Ad.

Bo not those four names signify something?
Assuredly, somethings.

■?#
Aug.

Is not there some difference between these names and

*
those things which are signified toy these?
Ad.

A great deal of difference.

Aug.

1 should like to hear from yoru what is the difference.

Ad.

This, atthe very beginning

that these sore signs, those

are not.
Aug.

Is if not Just as well to cell those those things
dsgni fyable which can be signified toy signs and are not si ns,
as those which can be seen, we call risible, so that we ay
discuss these more conveniently?

Ad.

Truly I am pleased.

Aug.

What, are these four signs signiiieu. toy no other sign

/
which you mentioned a moment ago?
Ad.

X wonder that now you think you have withdrawn from me,
that re have found those things, which are written, to be
symbols of signs which are expressed by voice.

Aug.

Tell roe the difference between those.

The fact that those are visible, these are audible.
For why do you not also admit this name if we have admit tod
that they are sigaifyable?
Again 1 admit it, and am grateful.

But again X ask*

can these four signs be signified by no other audible sign,
as you mention d visible signs?
I also remember th a word quite new.

For I hod said

that a name meant something and I placed these four under
this meaning; however, both this and these X understand to
be audible, if they are uttered by the voice at all.
Therefore, what interest haws we between an audible sign
and aaaible things signified, which in turn are signs?
Indeed, X see this difference between what we understand
as name and these four things which we have classiriea with
signification because, that is an audible sign of audible
signs.

In truth these are indeed audible signs not so much

of signs but of things, partly of visible th ngs.

as in

hornius. Bos», river; partly of abstract things as in
virtue.
X approve and accent this.

But don’t you know that all

things which are errantluted by an articulate voice with
another meaning, are called words?
I know it.
Therefore, a name is a word when re truly see it enuntiated by an articulate voice with another meaning,

and

when we know that an eloquent man uses good words, undoubtedly
he uses names:

and vaen the servant returned to hie old

master. In tee works of Sarence:

”1 seek good words" that

one also apoken many names.
X agree.
Therefore, you agree to those two syllables which we
expressed when v e way a "word’1 a name also is meant, and for
this reason that is its symbol.
I agree.
I should like to have you answer this also.

Since a

word is a sign of a rame and the name of a river is a sign,
and a river is a signof a thing which now can b^jsen; what
is the difference between this sign and the name, which you
said was the symbol of this sign.

What do you think is the

difference between the sing of the name, which we have found
oat to be a word and that name or which it is the symbol?
X know there is this difference, that these things which
are signified by name, are also signified by word; for as a
name is a word, so river also is a word.

But what things

moreover are signified by aewerd, are all not signified by
name.

Bor that word "si” which is in the beginning of the

line proposed by you, and the word

"et " about which we hare

cone for a long time discussing it, reason being our guide,
both axe words yet are not names; and many such things are
likewise found,

therefore, since all names are words, and

yet since all words are not names, I think that t e difference
between the word and nairte is clear, i.e., between the sing of
that sign whicn signifies no other signs ana the sign of that
sign whAch in turn means other ttings.
Don’t you agree that every horse is an animal, and yet
every animal is not a horse?
Who shoala doubt tnat?

Therefore, the difference between name and word ie as
the difference between horse and animal.

Unless by chance

what we say recalls you from agreeing to it, and in smother
fashing a word, by which are signified those things which are
rejected for the time as "I write*1, ”1 have written", "I
read", "I have read", and these it is clear are not names.
Tea have said in truth that which made me doubt.
Don’t let that influence you.

For we also say that signs

universally are those which signify something where also we
have found that they are words,

likewise we call signs

military which now fittingly are called signs, with which
words have no connection.

And yet, if I should say to you

as every horse is an animal, but every animal is not a
horse, so every word is a sign, but every sign is not a
word, you would have no doubts, I believe.
I understand it now, and again I agree that there is
this general difference between word and name as between
animal and horse.
Do you know that when we say animal, tn&t this is
another three syllable name which is uttered and what it
means is another thing?
How I granted this before about all signs and. sigaifable
things*
Do not all signs seem to you to signify something other
t an they are, as this three syllable word when we say
animal, in no way mean the same as itself?
Certainly not; for when we say sign, not only are they
all other signs but the sign signifies itself also.
is a word and assuredly all words are signs.

For it

Pare 16

Aug.

What, when re say "verbum" In this two syllable word,
does it not mean a like thing?

For if everything which is

uttered with another meaning by the voice, is meant by this
dissyllabic word, it also Is induced in this class.
-re
w '

Ad.

That is so.

Aug.

What?

Does a name not have a like meaning?

For it

both weens the names of all kinds or things and that word
"netasn" is the name of neither kind.

But if I should ask

ycm. what part of speech Is none, could you tell ne correctly
unless you used a name?
Ad.

You are correct.

Ang.

The ref re, there are

signswhich

amongsigns neon

some-

%
thing a m also mean themselves.
Ad.

They are.

Aug.

Does not this foursyllab^
when

Ad.

wfegii meanthe same

to you

e say "conjuncto"?
In no way, for those things which it means are not names,

but this word Itself is a name.

Chapter Y

Aug.
*
,f

You have paid close attention; now see this, whether
■i g M a-'e **“ * whl'h "-m U j **—

* -

w

acre.**

how this is si gal fled by that, so that Is signified by this;
for they are not among themselves this four syllable word,
when we gpty "conjuncto", and those things which derive their
meaning from this, when re say "si" or "nam", "namque"»
"nisi", "ergo", "quonlaa", and like words.

For these are

signified by that v.ord alone, but tnat one four syllable word
is not signified by any one of these.

I see, and I wish to know what si£ns are significant
mutually among themselves.
Therefore, you don’t know, when we say name and word,
that we say two words?
X Know that.
What then, you don vt know when re say two words that
we say two names?
I know that too.
Therefore, you know that a name is signified by a word
as well as a *ord by a name.
I agree.
Can you say w-at ia the difference then, that being
excluded which ie written and sound differently?
Perhaps 1 can, fo r 1 realise thatit is what I said a
little while ago.

For when we say words, re mean everything

that ia uttered by the articulate voice with any meaning;
whence every nanw and even when we eay name itself ia a word.
But every word ie not a name although it may be a name when
we eay a ward.
What if someone were to assure and prove to you that as
every word is a name, could you find out the distinction with
the exception of the diversity of sound in letters?
I could not, and I think there is no difference at all.
But what if everything then which is expressed by the
articulate voice with some reaning are both words and names;
tout yet for one reason are words, a m for another reason are
names.
word?

Will there then be no difference between name and

!'&«« ia

id.

I don't understand how this Is.

Aug.

Ton know this right now, that every coloredobject is

j|~ f

visible, and every visible object is colored, although these

r

0

to swans have a distinct and different meaning.
t

Ad.
Aug.

I know that.
Therefore, what if every v.ord is a name and every name
a word, although these two names, or two words, i.e., name
and word have a different meaning?

,

M.

I know that that really occurs, but how is ha vens I
expect you

<•

Aug.

to

show me.

Everything you notice which comes forth from an articulate
voice with some meaning, as "I think", both resounds on the

^

ear so it car. he felt and remains in the aenfery to be known.
M.
Aug.

I notice that.
Therefore, these two words toujfeh semething when we
utter something with av.ch a voice.

Ad.
Aag.

That's true.
What if words are called from one of these two, and
names from the other.

For Indeed words by reverberating,

and names truly knowing, as that word first by the ears so
t

this by the soul has a right to called?
Ad.

I shall agree when you show how we can correctly call
all words names.

%
i

Aug.

*Tis easy.

For I believe you have accepted and hold

tint a pronoun Is a word which stands in place of a noun;
yet It denotes the thing le w than the name with full
meaning.

For, as

1 think, that one has defined it whoa

you have returned to the grammar*

a pronoun is a part of

speech, which taking the place of the noun itself, means
tbs same but in a somewhat lesser degree.

I approve and remember that*
Therefore, you sea that according to this definition
you employ nothing else hut names and that pronouns can he
s man,

substituted in place of those, as when we say,

that king, the same woman, this gold, end that silver»
this, that, thesame, these,

that are pronouns;

man,king.

woman, gold, silver, are names hy which, things are si^iified
more fully by means of pronouns.

1 sec, and agree*
Therefore, give me a few conjunctions now, anyone3 you
will.
Xt, -*ue, At, Atque.
All these that you mentioned, don’t tliey seem to you to
be names*
Sot at all.
Then I seem to have spoken corruptly to you when I said:
all these waicn you snia ?
Certainly, and no.-* I know since you admirably shoved me
that I uttered nausea.
rightly have heen said:

For not in any other way could it
"all these things".

But up to

now I fear lest on that account you seem to have siofcen
correctly to me, because I do not deny that these four
conjunctions are also words; therefore, just as one could
have said correctly, ”h|bc omnia", since it is ccr.ectly
spoken.

These are all words*

But if you ask me what part

ox speech "woid" is, 1 answer nothing else out a noun*
Wherefore, perhaps the pronoun is joined to this rams so that
your speech might he correct*
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Indeed you certainly would err, Tut in order that you

Aug.

might refrain from error, listen attentively to what I say,
If I shall have the g^llige to speak as I wish; for to
dlacoii wo m s with woitls is an complicated as to rain fingers
with fingers and to rub them.

But there is scarcely a

distinetion unless fey The agent himself, what fingers are
itching and who is to help the itchere.
Hy entire attention Jpf with you for this simile has

Ad.

quite attracted n\y attention.
Aug.

Fne words certainly agree in sound and letters.

M.

That’s True.
Therefore, so that we nay use that influence to great

AUg.

advantage, what is raoat dear to us, when Paul the Apostle
says;

"was not, It is, and It is not, but It is, was in

him", I think we should not consider those three letters,
which ve cieniion, w en we say "It is" was in Christ, but rather
that which ia meant by those three letters.
Ad.

You speak the truth.

Au.%'.

Therefore, you understand him who says "It is in him",
was nothing other than tc have said, "It is", is called
feecau.

was in him; to hare said anything else would

certainly not be accepxea unless that he celled Tirtue
which wan in him.

♦

Tie should consider that those two syllables

which we eriuntiate when we say "virtue", and not that which
is signified by these two syllables, wes in him.
id.

I follow the argument EL.d understand.

Aug.

What, ao

not underJpand that there is no difference

whether anyone shoula say:
nomeu"?

"virtue is called" or "virtue is
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M.

That is clear.

Aug.

'■Therefore, it is just as clear that there is no difference
whether one should say:

"It la, is called", or "it Is, is

named” because “it was in him."
id.

1 see there is no differens» here,

Aug.

floe don’t you see waat I want to explain?

Ad.

Hot quire.

Aug.

Tnen you do not see tnat name is teat hy which some thing
is named?

id.

I see that nothing is more certain than this.

A-g.

Therefore, you see that “it is" is a aam# If truly what
was in hia is named, “it ie".

id.

I cannot deny it.

Aug.

But

I should ask you what part of speech is west“, I

think you would say not a noun hut a vert, since reason has
taught u.6 that it is a noun.
id.

It is true just as you say.

Aug.

Do you doubt not- that there are also other parts of
speech in the sense way in which we hav< proved there ere names?

id.

I dc not doubt it, \ hen I certainly admit they also mean
something,

hut If you should ask r-hnt the things thesrselvee

nsan, and what each

s called, i.%t, named, I could not

answer» unless we do not call those parts 0

speech

which «*

call names; out as I notii», we are compelled to do so.
Aug.

Are you not moved at all, lest anyone might live who might
shake our reasoning power, hy saying to the Apostle that
authority is an attribute not oi words but things*

wfaerefoee,

tnfi foundation of this argument is not as firm as we thinfc#
■W
for to be able to do as Paul, although he lived and preached
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most correctly, yet he would have spoken less correctly when
he said "it is, was in him," especially since he himself
confesses that he was an unlearned man in speech?
Ad.

1 have no contradictory statement, and 1 ask you that
you find someone from these, to $jpom the greatest knowledge of
wo ids is conceded, on whose authority you may more so accomplish
what you desire.

Aug.

For reason itself seems less suitable to you, with
authority removed, by which is proven that something is meant
by all parts of speech, and ie named from it; if it be called
also Is to be named; It to be named, also means to be named
by name, which is various languages is easily Judged.

For

who would not see if you would ask what is the Greek word for
what we call "cuis" the answer ie "tis"; what is the Greek
word for "volo", the answer "thelo"; what is the Greek word
for "bene", the answer is "kales"; what is the Greek word for
"scriptam, the answer is "tocrn-;rammenon"*, what is the Greek
wo id for "et", the answer is "kai"; what is the Greejc word
for "ab", the answer is "arc"; what is the Greek word for
"Hsu?

the answer is "oi", and in all these parts of speech

which I have now enumerated, I say who uot*e not see that he
speaks correctly who usks these questions?
tames, they cannon be anything.

And if they are not

Therefore, io

this reason,

Pad, tne Apostle, has Broken correctly when all authority
of every speaker being cast asiue, we can obtain the reason
why i

is necessary to ask by whose opinion oar personal

view is sustained,

but lest someone less Intelligent and

impudent may not give in, and say that unless those authors
to whom the laws of words are attributed by a common agree-
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rnent, they would in no way agree.*- What can "be found in t a
Latin tongue more excellent than CicerJ?

Bat even he ^ ^ i s

most noble orations» which call the word

"eoram" a preposition

in the Oration» nIn Verrem”, or it may le an adverb in that
place.

Bat because it can be done as 1 do not know that place

▼ery well, and is exposed somehot either by me or someone
else; it is that to which I think there is no answer.

For

they say that a fall agreement stand about the disputations
oi that noble teacher Is name and word, which cannot be
affirmea or denied»

and this type the same Cicero calls in

one place a judgment and with the third person of the verb,
est, tney say it can fittingly be the nonimative case with it.
And they speak correctly, becuass you know as X do, if you
consider as when we say man sits, a horse runs, as X think,
they are two judgments.
*

M.
Aug.

I aeknofijiSge it.
You notice that in particular nouns, n a m e are sir
in one word, nan, in another, horse; and verbs are singular
as in one, he sits, in the other, he runs.

M.

1 notio» that.

Aug.

Theretore, if I only shoula say "he sits", or "he runs”,
you would correctly ask me "wno" or "vh&t" so X might reply
either "man" or "horse" or "animal" or anything at all, by
which the name attached to the word can be called a judgment,
that is, that sentence that car be affirmed or denied.

Ad.

I understand.

Aug.

Attend to the others now, and notice that we see something
more distant, and are quits uncertain whether it can be an
animal or a stone or anything else, which you say to m i
"would 1 not be speaking rashly if I said because it is
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Ld I not be «peaking rashly if I said beeease it is man»
it 1« an animal?
M.

Certainly, you would, but it would not ee quite as rash
to say*

Aug.

"if it is a man, it is an animal".

Ton speak rightly, and in your speech I am pleased to
have you say "ei"j it also pleases you, rut both of us are
displeased with the word "quia".

Ad.

I agree.

Aug.

Now see whether those two sentences hare their fullest
pronouncement}

we are pleased with "si", displeased with

"quia".
Ad.

ThatTs correct.

lug.

Cone now, tell me which are the verbs, which, the nouns.

Ad.

I sea that the verbs are "placet" and "displicet",

what

else can be the nouns cut ”ei” and "quin"?
Aug.

Therefore, there is sufficient proof that these two
conjunctions are also names.

M.

Bnough proof.

Aug.

Can you convince yourself that this applies in other parte
of speech to the sane rule?

Ad.

1 can.
Chapter 71

Aug.

Therefore, let us pass over, hence, and now tell me
whether as all words are nound, and we have found, all nouns
as

Ad.

o-de, so all nouns snem to you names and all names, noxns.
I clearly do not see what difference there is between

these, excevx in the diversity of sound in the syllables.
Aug.

1 do not fo- The time say anything against you, although

they be not lacking, which are discerned by that meaning, for
which there is no need to consider the sentence any more*
Bat you surely notice that we now have come to those signs
which mutually signify themselves, with no descrepancy save
sound, and which mean themselves with all other parts or speech.
1 ao not know.
Therefore, you do not know that both a noun is signified
by a rwme, and a name by a noun; and so there is no difference
except for the sound of letters Jjfeiaach it pertains to the
general meaning.

For we also call a special noun one which

is so between the eight nerts of speech that it does not
connect with toe other

even.

I understand.
And this is what I have said that name and noun signify
themselves by mutual agreement*
I grastt the iaea, wit 1 sax what you said when they
signify themselves also with other parts of speech.
Has not a higher reason instructed us that all parts of
speech can be called names and nouns, that is, can be sign
ified fcy narae and noun?
That’s true.
If I sho Id ask you what you call that name, that is,
the sound expressed by tvo syllables, will you correctly
answer noun?
Correctly*
Does not this sign so signify itself which we enuntiate
with four syllables when we say conjunction?

For this naras

cannot be enumerated anung those whichaisnify themselves.
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M.
Aug.

1 accept It as correct.
This is what has been said that the name means its own
self, which it means with other words; which you nay also
know the same about a noun.

Ad.

Not it is easy.

But now it cones into my m i m that the

noun is called general and special, hut I did not accept a
noun among the eight parts of speech.

Wherefore, I believe

tnis also differs in itseir except for the change in sound.
Aug.

Whet do you thin* is the difference beteesa "nomen"and
"ononia" ex ept tne sound by which also the Latin and Greek
languages are distinguished?

Ad.

For this, I surely do not know any other difference.

Aug.

Therefore, we have cotse to those signs which both
signify themselves and one is signified by the other by
mutual a rcement, and ona fron one, is one from the other;
and there ia no difference save sound, for we hove found in
a wav this fourth notice:

for threw things are understood

about noun and verb.
Ad.

In truth that is the conclusion.

uliapter 711
Aug.
^

I shoulu like to nave you recapitulate what we shall have
found cy cur convoraa lion.

Ad»

I shall do the best I can.

For first of all, I remember

at sane time we asked for what reason we speak end we found
that we speak either for teaching or learning; and indeed when
we asK questions we do nothing else but tnat so that he who
is questioned may speak «rat we wish to hear; and in singing
which we seem to do merely for pleasure , is not a character
istic of speech; in praying to Goa, whom we cannot think of

to teach or learn, words have their own value, so that we
either remind oureelves forcibly, or others are recollected
oral taught through our medium.

In the second piece, because

it had "been quite well agreed on that word* are nothing other
than eigne, verily, those that signify nothin -, cannot be
signs, you than proposed a line, the individual words of
which I tried to show what they meant.

This was the line,

"Si nihil et tanta saperie placet urce relinqui.”*

And the

second word of this el though very well k n « m and clear, re
could not find out just whfi was its signification.

And

when it seemed to me cnat re put it in speaking with a real
meaning hut because we teach our listener something by it,
he aid not find that it is an affection of the mind when no
eok3 the thing, or he thinks he found it, pernaps to oe
indicated by this word, you said, you oe*tainly have brought
the illustration into another lino, but still I do not
know r.hr depth of the quest on, joking a trifle, and you do
not think it your duty, unmindful of yourself.

1‘hen when I

tried my best to explain the third word in the line, I was
convinced toy you that I should show no other word, which meant
tne sa’fie, tut rather the tlAng itself which is signified by
words.

And when I said It coula not be done, while we are

thus arguing, we came to those things which are explained on
the finger to the questioners.

I thought all were bodily

things but re found oat that we meant only visible things.
Thence, I d o n H know how we c a m to deaf people and f.ctore
wno signify by gesture without voice not only wnat can be
seen, tout many others ar.d almost all that we ever speak, snd
still ve found that taoee same gestures are signs*

M

then

again ve began to ask how we should be at?!® to shoe without
any signs those things which are signified by sifffi when,

he shown by any ai^a at all*

I made a mistake about those

«;»n I said no m c h thing could be fount, finally we agreed
that those things could be deiaonstratei without a sign which
we da not make w.nen t

, and we can sake

after belli.; questioned; yet we said speaking was not of that
nature} but

f while speaking when we are asked what speaking

is, it seeded quite clear tiiat it is proved easily by itself,
A.id from this wc are advised that signs are shown by signs,
or other things that are not signs are shown by signs or
things that we con symbolise after we are *oked can be shown
wi trout k sign.

Of these three we took up the first for

dfiigent discussion and research, and in this discussion we
said that they in a fashion are signs which cannot be signi
fied saataally by those signs which they symbolise, as this
four syllable word when we say "conjunction"; and in another
nay we can signify a sign as when we use the wo I'd "sign** itpeli
for both sign and word are both two signs and words.

Bat in

this class in which signs mutually signify each other, certain
ones do, some do not, which verily is shown to be almost the
same thing*

Indeed this dissyllabic word which everything

with which it has any signification? out it Is not a sign of
every sign when re say a word, but is only a symbol of those
which are uttered by the articulate voice*

From this it ie

clear that a word is symbolised by * sign, ana a sign by a
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word, that is, those two syllables by these, and these two
by those, but a sign bears more meaning than a word, more
indeed to those two syllables that to these.

Bat a general

word and a general noon hare the same strength.

For reason

has instructed us that nouns are also parts of speech,
because pronouns can also be added to these and of all these
it can be said that it names something, and it may be none
of those which cannot fill a judgm nt to a connecting verj;.
But since noun and. word hare Vie same force, because all ifc&t
are words may aluo be nouns, yet they both have not an equal
strength.

Because for another reason woide and other pronounced

n&aes were <ell discussed.

But if one of these words is found

to be reactive to the verberati on of the ear, end another to
the memory ox the laind, from this it can be understood what
we correctly say in speaking* what is the name to one thing,
we wishing to retain the thin,, in our memory; woat it is, we
are not aecustoaea to mention a word for it.

And assuredly

these things not only signify aa much but even entirely the
s&ae, and among them we have found no difference between
"nomei *’ and ’’onoria" save the sound of tne letters.
edly ixsat has slipped m

Undoubt

in this class in which words

mutually signified each other, that we have found no sign
which does not also signify the same as Itself as saong
otnerjr.

1 have remembered tnese, as much as 1 could.

How

you may see «aether I have discussed those things well, and
in order, I, whom

1 think have said nothing in my speech

other than say kaowelbge and £ixed things.

Chapter Vili

You certainly remembered well everything that X wished
you to remember, to be honest with you., those things seen
roach more clear to me now than when we elicited them by
natch inquiring and discussion from their concealments, I
don’t know for sure,

lsct la thie place it is difficult to

say by what great circumlocutione X tried to reach those
conclusions with you.

For peri pas you think we are bantering

a m are recalling our minus from serious afiaire as with
s .cb childish bagatelles, or we are deriving a small or
susewuat mediocre value from tuea; or if you think that we
are bringing forth that question and now know it, or you
are riLiht not. eager to hear.

But

I would have you believe

that i dgpf not bring up common playthings in this discussion,
although we al'o trifling eansvhat, and that it should net
be considered in a childish, sense, and reflect neither on
snail or unimportant goods, and still if 1 should say that
life is so.newhut happy, and also everlasting, by which, under
Goa fs guidance, that is, u m e r truth, itself, 1 should desire
to be lead by certain steps fitted to our own lowly way, 1
four lest I might appear ridiculous, wno might begin to follow
the way rot, only or things themselves whicn they mean, cut by
a reflection of the signs.

,am so you will be indulgent to

me if I play with you beforenand not Tor the sake of jesting
but of exercising our muscles

nd the keenness of our minds

by which we can withstand not only the heat and light of that
region where life is nappy, but also to love it.
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Ad.

Continue as you hare begun for I should never consider
those things to be held at naught which you will regard as
being taught or done*

lag.

Bow, therefore, come, let us reflect on that part when
some are not signified by signs but those which we call
singifiatle.

And f U 0 € of all tell me whether man is man.

id.

Sae 1 surely don't too® if you are jesting.

Mg.

So wliat?

id.

Beesuse you think I should be questioned whether man is
anything but man.

iag*

I so believe you think that to be a jest, if I should
also ask ii the iirst syllable of this name is other than
"ho" and the second otiier than "mo".

id.

I surely would tuink so.

Aug.

But whose two syllables joined together is man; you don't

,

deny it, cc you?
M.

#iO coulu. dei.y it‘
f

Aug.

Therefore, I ask whether you are those two connected
syllables?

M.

Certainly not, but 1 see what you are hinting at.

Aug.

Tell rae than so you might not think me reproachful*

id.

You think the conclusion is, I am not a nan.

Mg.

What, don *t you think t.ie same, because you agree that
everything said before is true from which cases this conclusion?

Ad.

I will not tell you what 1 think, unless

I first shall

hear from you, since you asked whether m n is man, from those
two syllables or you shall have asked me about the thing itself
that they signify.

6Z

Has, rather you tell from what part you shall receive

Aug,

op questioning; for, if it is ambiguous, you should first be
on your guard against this» and not tell os bet ore you made
sure how 1 would ask W e questi-ox.
For that ’a au&iguity might bt. an obstacle to iae since I

Ad.

replied to both:

for surely man is a man; end for those two

Syllables are nothing else but those two syllables, and what
they mean is

nothing else but just what it ia.

Then ioaow this.

Aug.

But why

hare you accepted

only

this,tha

is called a uan and not the rest that we n&i&?
Her cm I convinced that I also should not accept the rest ?
I
To pass over the rest, you would not have answered ns

Ad.
Aug.

r »

first question, if you had not accepted tne wnoie from

tliat part which the syllables -jean; I m i ^ t seem to you to
have astred no question at all.

But nos, when I uttered three

vords, one os which I I'epeated in the middle, saying whether
raarx is a .aaa, the first and last word, not the second are true
symbols; but

it is clear that you accepted those that are

signified by

these or in thrs alone it is clear that confident

and certain you thought you ahoula answer sty question.
M.

You are x*ight.

Aug.

Therefore, why could yijjpaoccpt only what was placed in
the middle, both acceding hov; it sounds and according to
what it 'leans ’

Ad.

Look, I accept now ail from that phat.-only by which it
Is signified, for I agree that we cannot be convex'sant with
you. at all unless carried to those tninga of which tnes^ are
the signs,

wherefore, now whow m

how I m. deceived by that
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ratiocination by which tne conclusion is I an not a man.
lag.
i

Then in my turn I shall ask the very sane thing that
you yourself find out where I erred.
You do well.
Therefore, that which I asked at first, I should not
ask because you have already answered.

Therefore, see more

carefully that both the eyllable "ho" is nothing elsejjfit
"ho" and that "mo" is nothing else byt "mo".
I don't see anything el3e but that*
Mg.

See also whether men i3 laade from those two syllables.

Ad.

By no means would I concede this.

For it has pleased,

and rightly pleased me to attent to that which is meant by
N

the given sign* urn from a consideration of it, either to
answer or uecay wnat is said.

Tnose syllables, however, wnen

V
not joined together, it is agreed, that they are it because
they have that sound since they have no tueaning when sounded
.

si
separately.
*

Mg.

I’
.«re fore,

I am pleaeed that you hold firm in your mind

that there should not be an anuver to these questionings,
unless from those that are signified by words.
»
MS

I do not understand and why it would be a displeasure if
only they are words.

Mg.

♦

*5
I
f

I should like to have you know

you can refute it.

about which in a jesting fashion we are wont to near tliat he
concimed that the lion came from his mouth with whom he was
arguing.

For since he haa asked whether those things which

we utter proceeded from our mouth, and he could not deny it;
he did it also witn man, which was easy, as in speaking he
uttered the word, lion; when this was done, he began to leap
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about and prance so that, since ha confessed that whatever
we speak from our mouth really comes out, end he could not
deny that he had spoken the word llanj nan was not so bad as
to appear to have vomited the monstrous beast.
Assuredly there was no difficulty in opposing this

id.

Jester, for I weald not grant tnat whatever we utter comes
from our mouth.

For we signify the things we speak, hut not

what the thing is meant, but the sign by which it is
signified cornea from the speaker’s mouth, unless when tnose
symbols are meant, which kind a little while ago were
discussed.
You certainly woula be well prepared against him; yet

Aug.

what «ill you tell me iiytbhSptian is jflBm?
What, except to be

Ad.

When 1 see you, do I nox see a name?

Aug.
Ad.

So.

Aug.

Shall I tell you what follows?

id.

Ko, I beg you, for 1 say to myself that I am nox a man
who replied I am a name, since you asked whether man is a
raise.

hot, 1 an pleased, from that which would be signified

sitter to agree or deny what is said.
Bit it seems to m

Aug.

answer in vain.

tnat you have not chanced into this

For tnat lew of reason, infused into our

minds, has overcome your watchfulness* for it I should ask
what is man, you might answer animal* if I shoulu ask what
part of speech is man, you could answer inn*, ether w,y correctly

than a noun,

therefore, since nan Is found to be

both a noun ana an an jgI,the former is called from that
part by which it is signified, the latter from that part which
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it means.

Who therefore, asks if man ie a noxm, I should

answer nothing else to him hut that he is; for he suffic
iently indicates from that part which he wishes to hear,
which is a sign.

hut if he asks if "an is an animi» 1

would agree much more willingly.

Since, if silent he is

both a *$k'- end animal so much would he required to he a man,
that being a good rule of speaking, the soul would run to
it because it is signified by two syllables, and he could
answer nothing else

m l , or even the whole definiti cm

be included, i.e., a mortal, rational animal.

Tell ate does

it seem so to you or not?
Ad.

It see as so indeed.

But since we have agreed thatit

is a noun, he*: shall v<e avoid that conclusion too abusive,
by which it is concluded that we are not men?
A0£.

Her; do you think unless we are agreed that it is not
associated ,1th that pert which to our questioning w« agree?
Or, if

.0 confess it corses from that part, in no way need

ue have any fears, for why should I fear man, that ia xo
confess t
Ad.

t I a: not those three syllables.

Nothing ia more

rue than that.

offended tne mind wnen U

is Bail?

Therefore, why has it
Therefore, t|pfc- art not

man, since according to v at we nave granted, nothing more
true can be said.
Ang.

Because I cannot tnink th- . the conclusion refers to
it because it is signified by these two syllables, ant at
x e sanus time m s sounded those words, those rules indeed
which naturally nave a very greet influence, so that, when
the signs are heard, the meaning is brought out to the
things that are signified.

I accept what you scy.
Chapter IX

Hof;, therefore, I want you to know that the things
which are signified by these are to he considered more than
signs.

?cr whatever is almost something else is of necessity

more «Srthless than that which it really is, unless yon
hare contrary opinions.
It seems to me that tnis may fee agreed on in no rash
manner,

ior wher we say "eoenum", I think this name fey

far is Euperioc to the thing wnieh it means.

Por it does not

pertain to the sound of the word, ar-d this offends us who
arc listening, for the
is "coelun".

"coenum", with one letter changed

Truly we see how great is the difference

between the tilings thrt are signified fey these words*
Wherefore, fey no means would I attribute it to this sign
which in the th rig it means we nate, and especially since
I place this word before that word rightly; for we hear this
more folly which we apply to it in another sense.
Certainly most w&M&ful arc you.
4

Therefore, it is false

S£s "'

that all things are dependant on more than their symbols.
That

*8 the

way it seecis.

Therefore, teli m

wnat yoy. think they||w» followed

who have attached the r>u»e so detestable and severe to this
thing; or whether you approve or disapprove of them •
In truth I dare neither to approve or disapprove of
them and what they have attained, I know not
Goula you know right now what you attained wlien you
utter this name?
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Ad.
i

I certainly cound, for 1 wish to signify that X teach
and advise him with whom I speak about that matter, because
1 think it right that he be taught or advised.

Aug.

What'?

$0 teach or advise him, or to be taught and advised,

which you certainly show fittingly by this name, or is shown
to you*
Ad.

is not the name to be considered better tluui chat?

I grant tnat knowled;* which comes tnroagh tnic sign,
and it ought to be placed before this sign; but 1 have not
t a sggjffiuews about the thing itself.

Aug.

‘Therefore, in this our sentence, although it be false,
all things should be placed before theiJTsigns; yet it is
w
not false that everything which is almost one thing is more

k

common I’jan that which it really ie.

Indeed the knowledge

ox "coenum*’ {filth) for be considered more than the name
itself which we have found out must be placed before the word
i

1

*cMna&n itsftlf*

For because of no othex1 reason is that

kn^elu.-e placed befort? tlie sign about which we are speaking,
unless that is proven to be for this reason and not this
reason because of tliat thing.

For so that certain uestroyer

sod as ine apostle say 3, the deceiver would say that ne lives
to eat; he who heard nan is fit for food, does not take him
and he ssyst
♦

"Hob, much better therefore, you should, eat to

liver’ because both are quoted from that same rule.

i

For he

was not displeased for another reason unless that he had
considered M s life : s ouch a trifle, ap that by the will of
tna flesh he might lead it more vile, by spgdng that he lives
on account of food; a..d he is not rightly praised for any
other reason except that in trese two things something for
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something else is dor»» this is what he knowingly was
subjected to, advising that eating only that «• may lire*
rather than living only to eat.

Likewise you, perhaps, also

may spy, and any man at all thinking things not unskillfully
sight answer any loquacious speaker or lower of words,
saying, 1

30 teach Just to speak, you might answer* can,

why do you rather not speak in order to teach?

Because if

these things are true, you knot? they are so, you see indeed
how les3 important are words, than according to the manner
how we w e them; since that use of words now m e t he placed
above no us, for words are aa we use them; hut we use tnem to
teach.

SSierefare, just as m c h as it is hotter to teach than

to speak, speaking is that much better than words*
where is a far better doctrine titan words.

Therefore,

But I wish to

hear what you by chance might Imre to say in oppostion.
I certainly agree that the statement is better* than t;he
wonic, but both are against the rule that says*

everything

tliat is at the same tiae almost something else, is inferior
t an that which it truly is, for there is nothing that cannot
he objected to.
Aug.

v.e ahull treat of other things more suitably end more
carefully.

Ucm what you concede is enough to accomplish

~'hat I desire to accomplish.

For you say that a knowledge

of things is m o e clear than the signs of the things,

wherefore,,

a knoweldge of things ^hiofc is signified «st be placed
-efore a knowledge of signs; or have you contrary opinions?

Ait.

Have I not granted that a

nowle&ge of thlnys is more

outstanding than a knoweldge or signs and not hy the si
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and not by the signs themselves?

V.herefore, I should be

more truly agreeable than this to you»

For if as the name

"coenura" is better than that thing which it means, so the
understanding of this narae is to be placed ahead of the
knowledge of the thing itself, although by that understanding
the name might be more lowly still#

Indeed, there are fours

the name, the thins# the understanding of the name# the
knowledge of the thing,

therefore, as the first
4PR
second, why not the third precede the fourth? But since it

does not precode, must it not also be given a lower position?
Aug.

Indeed, admirably I see yon have both held what you
grantee, end explain' d what you felt.

But, as I think#

you

knot/ that this three syllable name which sounds when we say
"vitium”, is better than what it means, since the knowledge
of the m e
vices,

itself is naich acre inferior to the knowledge of

therefore, you may also determine those four end

reflect on, name and thing, ..r.c ledge of name, knowledge of
thing; ri

<1,.

c have :laced i e first before •tee seccj

For this none haw been placed in a song,

hen Perardua saye,

"but this vice stuns us,” ’re not only male nothing of vice
in r^ppd^fut ho also embellished it; yet the thing itself
which is signified by this name, wherever it may be# compels
it to be a vice.

But not so do we see the third peas above

the fourth, but the fourth, the third.

For the understanding

of tins name is v. vice in place of the knowledge of vices.
*1.

fro yoa also think it should be preferred when that know
ledge makes us unhappy?

Tor the earns lereeus places teis one

before all punishments which either the cruelf^W^^yriijitg

continued or their desire invented, by which they might
torture men who were compelled to recognise vices they
could not avoid*
In this nay you can deny that the knowledge ox vir
too» is to he preferred to tlxe knowledge of this nasie; because
to see virtue is not to take a punishment by which the same
Satirist wished the tyrants to be punished.
Hay God avert this «sadness:

for now 1 know that knowledge

is not to he blamed, with wuich the best training has imbued
the soul» but I think tuat they of all are to be considered
the .iosi unhaprff, aa I uhink was the judgment of Perseus, who
are affecteu with such a diatase that to whom the best aedice
is of no avail.
i'oa understand well.
apply to us?

But how does the writings of Perseus

For we are not subjected to the influence of

these in a? ch laatters*

Secondly, it is not easy to explain

here, to what knot.ledge is knowledge to be preferred.

I know

well enough what lias happened, that knowledge of the things
it tsea 3, is of acre avail than those symbols theaselves, but
nox ox 1. o knowledge fe signs.

Wherefore, now let us discuss

this at a great length what is the kjosd of things which we
said ctu. be shorn without signs by themselves, as speaking,
.«Biaihg, sitting, hurling and others of tnis kind.
1 am now reflecting on what you

are saying.

Chapter 1

Doesn’t everything seem to you to be able to be shown
without a sign, which, when asked we can soon do, or do you
males any excepti ona?
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Ad.

I# truly, reflecting more and ro.e on this entire
class, find nothing u p t o now which con b e explained
a sign, unless, b y chance, speech, and e v e n i f anyone should
ask what teaching is.

For I s e e that he, whatever I shall

have done to learn after his questioning, d o e s not learn from
t h e thing itself which he wishes to be shown to him.

anyone should e s k m e , while

For if

Z am resting, as the saying is,

or doing anything, what walking is, and i m m e d i a t e l y ,

I, insse-

diateiy by walking try to explain to him what he asked without
a sign.

Whence shall I prevent it that b e t h i n k w a l k i n g 1 ie
':$r
only as far as Z shall have walJ*d? And if that be hit opinion,

he will be deceived; for who will tifff think that this one has
walked sore or leas than I oh&ll nave walked.

And what I have

said about this one word applies to all which I had th.ught
could be shown without a sign, except those two expertions.
Aug.

I accept that opinion surely; but doesnt speaking sees to
you to be one thing, teaching another?

Ad.

It surely does.

For is’ it were the same, one could not

teach unless speaking; but since we truly teach pp means of
signs other than words, who would have any doubts about that
difference ?
Jug.

What?

Is there no difference between t e a c h i n g and p o i n t -

lug out, or is there some 4 fference?
1 think they are the anae,
Joes he not speak correctly who says that w e signify in
order to teach?
Eight, again.
What «hen, if one should say, ther fore, that we teach
to point out?
etateafcrfe.

Ia this not easily reflected by the former
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M*

So it is.

Aug.

If, therefore, we

oint out in order to teach, w© do

not teach in oruer to point out. To ttach is one thing, $o

«

point out is another.

#
Ad.

You say the truth, and I did not say, rightly, that "both
were the same.
Now, tell

Aug.
is,

b

me this, whether he who teacheswhat teaching

does it "by means of signs or otherwise,

Aa.

I do nfct see how it can he otherwise.

Aug.

Therefore, what I said a little wnile ago is false, tnat
a thing can he

tau ht without signs when it is asked what

teaching itself means.

When we see that not even this (-an he

done without raakina some signs, since you granted that
signifying in one one thing, teaching is another.
Ad.

For if they are opposite, as it seems this is neither shown
without that, and is not shown certainly by itselx, as it
seemed to you.

Wherefore, up to now nothing else has been

found which can he shown hy itself except speech, which among
otner things also signifies itself.

Nevertheless, since this

also is a sign, still what seems to be able to be taught with
out signs doesn’t even exist.
Aug.

I have no reason to aisagree with you.
Therefore, it is concluued that hoth nothing is taught
without signs and that knowledge is taught withoat sign© and
that knowledge ought to he more clear to us hy means of s|gns
by which we learn:

although everything that is signified can

he more valuable than the sings themselves.
M

It seems that way.

Aug.

I ask you, do you remember hy how much circumlocution^

\

i \
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such a little matter was discussed.

For from our verbal

discussion», which for so long we nave discussed, we have
I

worked hard that these three facts might be found:

whether

nothing can be taught without signs, and whether there may
be certain signs that are to be preferred to the things they

*

mean, and whether the very knowledge or the things is better
than the Bigna.

But there is a fourth, which shortly from

you I should like to know whether you think that those
conclusions are such that you can have no doubt about them
now.
'

Ad.

I should certainly wish such circumlocutions and
pralixities that we had arrived at some definite conclusions;
but somehow or other your very questioning disquiets me and
prevents me from agreeing.

For you seemed to me now to be

ready to ask: these tningo of me unless you had contradictory
arguments.

And the very involuement of the facts do not

give me an opportunity to examine them closely in their
*
entirety and to give a stable answer, fearing that something
may be concealed in s <.ch entanglements which the keeness of
my mind cannot bring to light.
Aug.

Not unwillingly do 1 accept your nesitancyj ior it
shows that your mind is not very imprudent; and this is the
greatest of internal tranquility.

%

For indeed it is a Isost

difficult task not to be pertur.ed when those things which
j

we held by read and impetuous approbation are overthrown by
contrary disputations, and as it were a clutched from oup
hands#

YJherefore, as it is fitting to yeilu to reason well

reflected utxm and lo xed into, so it is dangerous to consider
I
'•'r,f
e
.
things unknows as known. For I fear that, when the things

that we persume to be most firmly unlikely to totter and
to remain unshaken often do to ter, we fall into a great
distrust or tear of reason, so that it seems that faith
should not even he considered in its relation to that
evident truth.
But come now let us more quikkly undertake anew, whether
you thought that those things

should rfcghtly he doubted.

For

I ask you, if anyone ignorant of bird deception, which is
brought about hy means or limed twigs, should go bird catching,
armed with his implements only, not so much for bird catching
but for the walking exercise; and when this is seen, he would
arrest his step and, as it happens, admiringly he would
reflect with himself and ask what honor he would wish be
stowed on man.

But the bird catcher, when he would see

himself as assiduous, would release the snares with the
desire of showing himself off.

He would set his reed and

hawk near some little bird he noticed, would overcome and
capture It; would he not teach his onlooker, by no indications
but by the thing itself, what he wished him to know?
I fear that this is something like what I said about
him who asks what walking is.

For I do not see that this

has been shown to be bird-catching at all.
'H
It is easy to divest yourself of this care; for I con
tinue.

If that one was so intelligent that he recognised

tnat whole kind, or the art from what he saw; for it is
’ ] 1
sufficient ior the thing itself that certain men are able to
be taught without a sign about certain things, however, not
about everything.

.
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I am also able to add this to that ; for if he is veryintelligent, since walking is demonstrated by a few steps,
he may know what all walking is.
However, as far as I am concerned you may do this, and
not only have I no objections but I even am in favor of it.
For you see t at this is accoraplisned by both of us, so that
certain things truly can be snown without signs and what
seemed so to us a little while ago, now is false, that tuere
is nothing at all which can be shown wixhout signs.

For now

from this things not one or another thing comes to my mind
but thousands, which are shown by themselves with no given
symbol.

For what doubts have we, 1 ask you?

For to pass

over the innumerable performances of men in all tne theatres
who are exhibiting those things without signs; for does not
Gou desplay and show the sun and the light, cestrewing and
adorning all these things, the moon and the other stars,
land and seas, and the innumerable things born in these, and
does not nature show itself through these to those perceiving
them?

And if we should reflect on this more carefully,

perhaps you would find that there is nothing that is learned
by its own signs.

For, since a sign is given to me, if it

would find ii» nescient of wnat it is the sign, it could teach
me nothingi

but if it found me knowing something, do I

learn anything by that sign?

For the word does not show me

the thing it signifies when I read, "not a hair of their head
had been singed.”

For if certain parts of our heads are

designated by this name, when I heard it, did I learn what
the head is or what are these parts?

I had known those things
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before, and not when these parts are designa ed by other
names, but when I see them, then does a knowledge of them
come to me.

Indeed, when those two syllables first resounded

on my ears, when we utter the word, head, I did not know
what those syllables meant, when first I hears or read
about “sarabellas".

But when the word, head, is often

uttered, I, at the time listening closely and paying
strict attention, found out it was the word for something
that was now v ry well known to me, because I had seen it
before.

Bat before I found this out, this word was only

a sound to me; then I learned it was a symbol when I found
out of what thing it was the representation.

And, indeed,

as I said before, I had found this out not by its meaning
but by its appearance.

Therefore, with xie subject matter

well understood, a sign is perceived more so than is the
thing itself, even though xhe symbol is given beforehand.
And so that you might understand this more clearly,
conceive what is meant when we near tnis word, head; and not
knowing whetner xnat voice is merely a sound, or signifying
some other thi g, we ask what is a head, (remember that we
wish to derive some knowledge not about xhe thing that head
means, but about the symbol itself, which knowledge we are in
quest of, as long as we remain in doubt abcux the symbol of
this thing).

Therefore, if to those eager to learn this

thing, this is demonstrated by means of the finger, at first
sight we find cut that we know nothing about xhis sign which
we had just heard.

Yet, since there are two things to be

known about this sing, namely, sound t»nd meaning, we certainly
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did not recognise the sound by means of the sign, but we
recognise it by means of its reverberation at our ear} but
we learn its meaning by the signification or the thing itself.
For tnat mere demonstration by means of the finger can have
no other meaning than the mere moving of the finger; for tne
finger ia pointed not towards any aign but towards that part
of your body which we call head.

Therefore, by means of the

thing itself I can’t know what I already had known nor can
I know $he symbol towards which the finger is not directed.
But I am not too sollicitous about the direction of the
pointed finger, because the meaning or that pointing of the
finger seems to me to be a mere pointing out rather than a
meaning of what is signified by the thing, as when we utter
the word "ecce"; for we are wont to give a gesture with our
finger when we use this word, lest ve can ot convey the meaning
by one symbol alone.

And I especially make an effort to '

convince you ot this, If I can.

That we learn nothing through

those symbols which are called words; for, as I said before,
we learn the force of t..e aord, xhat is, its meaning, which
lays concealed in the sound by means of our knowledge what the
word means, rather than we understand the meaning just by its
mere signification.
And what I have to eay about the head, the same applies
for the parts of the head, for the other innumerable things
that I have uttered; and since now I know what ”sarabella"
means, which before now I did not know, and if this word
were pointed out or represented to my by any gesture at all,
or shown to me by means of something quite similar, I should
not say that what myself had easily learned, had beenthe
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source of knowledge for me, that is, if I had. cared to
speak at length on the subject.

And this fact had been a

source of warning to me by chance and by means of those
orief considerations, saying to me, "ecce sarabellas".

I

should learn something that I did not know/ before, not by
means of the uttered words but by nenns

01 tne appearance of

the words tnrough which it happened that I discovered and
retained tne significance

01 the name.

For vrtien I learned

the thing, I believed I had learned it not by means of more
words, but just by my eyesight.

But, perhaps, I believe

tnat 1 had paid attention with ray eyes, that is, I tried to
find out what I had seen merely in a pearance.

Chapter XI

Up to this point in our conversation, words nave held
a prevailing position which, since, I gave them

uch an

important place, only serve to advise us to inquire after
things, not to emit forth our knowledge on the subject.
But that person teaches me something who explains what I
want to know, eitner with his eyes, or any boaily sense or
even with his mind.

Therefore, by means of w-ords we learn

nothing, but words, or rather should I say the phonetics and
sound of words.

For ii the tnings that are not signs cannot

be words, although I have heard the word, I am not aware

01

the fact that it is a word until I know wfiat it means.
Therefore, a knowledge of words depends on the knowledge of
facts; out, on the other hand, words are not comprehended
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when one only hears words*

For we do not learn the words

we already know; nor can we grant that re learned the words
that we did not Know "before, unless when we nave understood
their meaning, which is quite related to knowledge, not,
however, by tne hearing oi mere uttered rords hut "by the
meaning of those wolds instead.

Since it is most rational,

and quite truly said, that when words are uttered we either
know or don’t know what they mean.

On. the one hadd, if v;e

know their meaning, we recall the meaning rather than learn
it; hut if we don’t know the meaning, we do not even recall
hut are somewhat advised to find out the meaning.
And if you should say that we cannot understand the
meaning o

those parts oi the head, the name of which we

claim is only a sound, unless ie see them,and that we cannot
even know the name itself unless we know what those parts
mean.

And yefcawhat we have heard ahout those young hoys

who, to overcome tne king and the fire by their faith and
religion, what praises they sang to Goa, what honors they
merited from even their own enemy, how otherwise do you
think we learned ahout their feats unless hy words of history.
1 shall answer it myself hy saying that everybody that was
signified hy these words, was already known to us.

For what

the three young hoys are, what is the furnace, the fire, the
king, in fine the three unhurt hy the flames, and everything
else about it, I already knew what the words meant.

In

truth, ananias, Azarias, and Misael are as unknown to me as
t e word sarcabella; and these names gave me no help or
could not help me to learn ahout them.

For I confess that
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I believe rather than know that all those things recorded
in that history were done at that time as the history
relates»

and those same recorders whom we believe knew

not any difference.

For, as the Prophet Isaias says, "unless

ye believe, ye shall not understand," and he would not have
said this if he had judged tnat there was no difference
between knowing and believing.

Therefore, what I understand,

I also believe; out I do not understand everything that I
believe.

But everything that I unuerstand, 1 know; but I

do not know everything that I believe,

and yet I do not

know how useful it i3 to believe the many things I know not.
And I join this story to that of tne three young men zor
utility sake; wherefore, I know with what great utility are
believed many of the things that I cannot know.
But we take consel about universal things which we
understand, not teucing counsel about the speaker who speaks
from without, but about him guarding the truth from within,
we, perhaps, advised by words to make our counsels.

But he

who is consulted also teaches Christ, who is said to dwell
in the interior of man, it is the immutable goouness of Uou
and His eternal wisdon dwelling in man; and every rational
soul percdives this; but it is only revealed to him how much
he can choose by reason of propriety on evil or good will.
And if when he fails, he uoea not lapse into error about
truth and its interests; for it is neither a fault cf this
light tnat shines outside because bodily eyes are often
deceived, and we confess that we are interested in the light
of visible things so that it might reveal to us the things
which we are eager to perceive.
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Chapter Xll

And if we perceive light from color and from the other
things which we perceive through tho "bodily senses, the
elements of this world and tho same bodies which we perceive
and those senses which the mind uses as it were interpreters
for acquiring a knowledge of things; but about the things
that are understood, we rationally seek interior truth.
What can we say about its becoming clear that we learn some
thing by means or words except that sound which strikes
clearly on oar ear3?

For everything that we perceive, we

perceive either by a bodily sense or by tne mind,

‘
rhe former

are sensible things, the latter intelligible; or rather to
speak in accord with our authors, we call the former carnal,
tne latter spiritual.

While there is a question about them,

we snail return the reply it the things which we feel are
right nere at nand; as we might be questioned as we gaze on
a new moon what is it, or vhere is it?

Here he who is

questioning, if he does not see it, believes the w^rds and
quite often does not believe; but in no other manner does
he learn unless he himself see what is to be learned; where
now he learnes not by the sound or words but by the things
themselves and by means of the senses.

For the words sound

the same to him who sees, as to him who does not see the
object.

But the question is not about those things which we

feel in air presence but about tne tnings whioh we perceived
at some time or otner; for we speak: now not of the things
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themselves, hut the Images impressed by them and entrusted
to the memory;

and now we tell the truth when we are truly

gazing on falsehood, I don’t think I know; unless we say
that we do not see and feel those things, but that we have
seen and have perceived them.

And thus we bear those images

in the recesses of our memory, as it were the waitnesses of
things perceived before, and on which reflecting in our mind
with a clear conscience.

We ao not tell falsehoods when we

speak, but those things are testaments to;us; for he who
hears, if he perceived and was present to those things, does
not learn by my words but recalls tne images hidden within
himself.

But if ne did not perceive them who knows whether

he believes the words rather than that he leama anew?
How while we are discussing the things that we perceive
in our mind, that is in the intellect and within reason, we
indeed discuss xhose things which we see are present in that
interior light of truth which light, he who
interior man himself illustrates and enjoys.

s called the
But the same

applies to our hearer, if he himself J/erceives those things
with a secret and ingenuous eye; lie understands whatever

I

say, not by reason of my words but by reason of his own atten
tive considering.

Therefore, while I am speaking the truth,

I do not even impart any knowledge to h m, even though he is
beholding the truth, for he is taught not by reason of my
words out by the thlngB themselves that are manifested within
by the revelation of God.

Therefore, if he is questioned

about these things he can make answer.

But what

more

irrational than to think that he receives new knowledge by
ray speaking, who can, even before I speak, discuss the very

same things, if he were asked.»

For this often happens that

when he is questioned he does not say anything and he is coaxed
hy others questioning him to confess this same thing, yet he
is powerless to perceive it, who could not apperceive that
light on the subject matter; and this advice is given to him
to subdivide his question, since he is questioned ahout those
very same parts hy means of which he may arrive at the whole
which in its entirety he could not perceive; and if he is led
on hy the words of his interrogator, yet in the meantime the
words ndt teaching him anything, hut still to his questioners
the words mean something.

How is he who is questioned, capable

to learn within himself; as if I should rsk you ahout this
now, which we are treating, whether he can he taught a thing
hy n$r words and this question would seem quite absurd to you,
not being able to perceive the whole thing.

Thus, therefore,

it is meet and proper to hsk that, as your soul has the power
to hear that teacher within your soul, as I should say, to
hear the things which you confess to he true while I was
speaking, ani you are positive, and you are very certain you
know those things, then, whence came you to this knowledge?
Maybe you would answer that I had taught you.
subjoin:

Then I should

what if I should say that I say a man who was flying

would my words alone he sufficient proof for you, or now would
you react if you should hear That wise men are better than
fools?

You would immediately deny it and say you do not

believe it, or if even if you would believe you didn’t know
the answer, you would be sure you Knew this fact as certain.

Prom this you would know "beyond doubt, thrt you had learned
something from my words, and you would not know it nerely on
my affirmation, nor your own conviction.

And when you are

also questioned about individual topics you swear that you
m o w the first question $®d that you knew nothing about the
other.

Then indeed you would admit everything that you had

previously denied a m would recognise these things to be
clea* and well fixed from the facts before agreed on; indeed
about everything we say, the hearer does not know whether
they are tEue.

Of thee© three things the first is belief,

opinion on doubt; the second resistance or disapproval; the
third, admittance of truth; but never learning.

And lor

this reason that he who knows the thing after we speak, and
he who knew that he had heard falsely, a m he who, when
questioned can answer the same things as were spoken, be is
assuredly convinced he has learned not a whit from my words.

Chapter Xlll

Tffherefore, in the things perceived by the mind, one
hears the words of hiB speaker in vain and he cannot understand
them unless that is a valuable thing to believe such things
as long as one is in doubt.

But anyone can perceive that the

pupil of truth resides within, the judge of the one speaking
resides without, or rather of the speech itself.

For quite

often he knows the uttered word, while at the same time
totally nescient what he said; as if any Epecrarean believing
and thinking that the soul is mortal, might eloquently orate
on the proofs which are given by wiser men on the immortality
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of the soul, at the same time his hearer is not able to
consider spiritual things attentively; that one judges that
he speaks the truth; but the speaker is quite unawares
whether tie speak the truth, nay rather he thinks he speaks
quite falsely.

Therefore, should he not think that he

teaches a subject ofi which he kftdws nothing?

But he uses

the same words which while knowing his subject ne can still
use.
✓

Wherefore, now, not even this is left to wootds that the
soul of the speaker is least disclosed by these words; if
inueed it is uncertain whether he knows what he is talking
about.

Add to this liars ana deceivers by means of whom you

can readily understand iliat their eoul is not only disclosed
with words but even concealed.

For in no way an I undecided

that the words of truth try this, ana someway or other profit
by it so that the speaker’s soul lies exposed to view; and ihgy
would obtain this result, by the concensus of opinion if
liars were not permitted to speak.

Albeit we often shall have

known that words benefit both us and others, but not the same
things that we reflect on.

And I see that this can eome about

in two ways when either a speech committed to memory and often
forgotten pours forth from the mouth of the one who knows it,
and this oftenhaptens to us when we sing a nyran; or when the
wrong words spring forth by mistake contrary to the will or
of the tomguei

For here also are the signs not of the same

things are heard which we have in our mind*

For deceivers

also reflect on the things they say so that even Though we
know not whether they speak the truth, we know, however, that
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they are mindful of what they say, of one of the two things
xmt

I mentioned does not pertain to them.

And if anyone

zealously strives to assent to these things so that when
it happens to occur, although it is often concealed, ana often
deceivesshe as I am listening, I have no objections.
But another sort happens to these, assuredly patent,
namely, the seed of innumerable dessensions and coiiflicts.
Since he who speaks at the same time signifies his thoughts
but generally to himself and oertain others; but it does not
mean the same to the speaker as to others,

kor someone might

say to us, his listeners, that man is surpassed in vigour by
some beasts; we immediately cannot tolerate that and we confute
with great earnestness this so false and obnoxious statement,
when he says vigour, perhaps he .menas bodily strength ana by
this name he expressed wliat the thought, and ne uoes not lie,
nor does he err in fact, and not medii&ting anything else, he
preserved the words in his nenory, and by no lapse of tongue
aoes he utter otherwise than what he reflected on; but he calls
it only but anotner name that we call it.

1®e woula immediately

agree with it if we could peer into nis thoughts which, when
ne has uttered his words and explained his statement, can not
yet be eviaent to us.

They say that the concise explaination

for this mi take can be amended as in the question if the
s;«*ker would define vigor.

He woulu make clear, they say,

that the discussion is not about the tact but about the word;
and I woulu grant this to be so •
can be found?

But how many goou uefiners

Ana yet there is much dispute about the science

of aefining, which neither in this place is it opportune to
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discuss nor «nywf ere proved "by toe.
I pass over the fact that we do not hear many things well
and as it were, we diBcuss and argue a great deal and for a
long time ahout things we have heard; just as you latly said
you had heard tnat the word gratitude is signified hy a
certain punic word frora those who were more qcquatnted with
this language, when I uttered the word mercy; hut I object
ioning, asserted that you had raistates what you had heard;
for you seemed to me not to thave said gratitude, hut
confidence.

Although you were seated quite close to me and

in no way do these two words deceive the ear hy the likeness
of sound.

Yet, for a long time I was under the impression

that you did not kirm what was spoken to you., even though I
did not know what you said.

If I had paid closer attention,

hy no means would it seem absurd to me that gratitude and
mercy he called hy just one punic word.

'I'hese things quite

often happen, but let us pass over -these things, as

I have

said before, for fear I might appear to he quite agitated
the chicanery of words and the negligence of a hearer or
even about the aeafness of man; tnese things vex me more
which I have enumerated atove when latin words are most
distinctly heard hy tne ear, we can, ot undsratand at all
what tne speaker means, although we speak the same language.
But see now I dwar tack and yeild that when the words
of one known, when we hear him, tney Bnall he accepted, tnat
the meaning of those things ean he known, and we have under
stood the speaker; now therefore, does he learn anything
ahout the question whether he spoke the truth?

.
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Chapter JjptT'

Do not teachers profit by this, that their thaights and
not those sciences which they think tney propound by speakine
are understoou and comprehended?

kor who is so foolishly

diligent to send his son to school to learn the teacherfs
thoughts?

But they will have treated with words all those

sciences which they profess to teach and all the knowledge
of virtue ani widdea; then those who are called pupils reflect
among themselves whether tne words be true, undoubtedly
contemplating that interior truth conformably to tnelr
ability.

Then they therefore learn; ana when they discover

within themselves the truth of the words, they are full of
praises, not knowing that they do not extol the teachers
riatner than the pupils; that is, if they know whut they are
talking about.

But men are deceived in this, that they call

those men teachers who are not, because quite Often no delay
intervenes between the time of the talking and the time of the
reflecting; arid since they quite often readily learn within
after receiving the advice oi the speaker, they think they
ave learned exteriorly from him who imparted tne advice.
But, v;e snail inquire often of other things, Gou
granting, about the value of words, wnich is not sucn a small
value if we reflect on it well.

For now I warned you that

we should not at ribute more to them than they merit; so that
now we should not believe so mucn but begin to understand how
truly is it written on divine wuthority that we call no one
of us on earth a teacher, for there is tne one Teacner of
I
all in heaven. But whatever there may be in heave, he will

be

out

teacher by whan through men we are admonished by

symbols, so that turned towara him we are instructed within,
the knowing and loving of whom constitutes the happy life
which all men proclaim that they seek, but few there are
who truly rejoice that they have found it.

But now I should

like to nave you tell me what are your opinions about my
whole discourse.

For if you know that everything that was

spoken is true, when you are questioned you would say you
learned these tnings from my words and not from me, t<- whose
questioning you gave all those answers.

But if you know

they are not true, neither I nor my words teach you.

Not

1, for I never coulu teach; nox the speech for you could
not learn up

to

now,

I assuredly derived some knowledge from the advice
of your words, ana it is clear that by means of words man
is aaminished to do nothing other than to learn, and tie
acquired very little from the Thought of the spe aker through
the channel of speech; but whether they are spoKen truly,
ne admonish that he teach him alone who nas nis abode within
man, when he speaks from without; and him now I shall love
much more ardently unuer his favoring guidance as much as I
shall le mo-e exalted by his teaching.

For t m s reason,

however, I am especially indebted to your conversation which
uninterrupted, you gave, because everything tnat I was
ready to contradict, was anticiapted and refuted.

And in

conclusion, you have evaded nothing to learn doubt in my
mind, concerning which, tnat secret, divine announcement
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would not give me an answer such as was declared by
your words.
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COMMENTARI

In commenting on the text,
ical divergencies.

The most outstanding arej

use of "quod factat"
action;

I find but few class
1) the

clauses after a v-rb of mental

this divergency cannot

oe explained viewing

classical literature and seems to be indigenous to
Latin colloquial

speech;

the accusative and infinitive

construction being a highly artificial device of the
literary style.

It seems to be an idiosyncrasy of

Augustine* 2) Contrary to olassioal usage one finds a
"quod"

construction after suoh a phrase as "Manifestum

est" which, according to post olassioal usage prefers
an accusative and infinitive construction; 3) similar
to this, we find suoh a usage as an "ut"
ing the verb "credo";
classical usage*

clause follow

manifestly a discrepancy from

Oth r strange constructions were en

countered, but granting their usage in p03t, ante, or
olassioal periods,
here.

the mutations need not be enumerated

Suoh faults as the use of the word "charus"

"clarus"

may safely be attributed

no dictionary admits of the word
the text*

fur

to faulty text, for
in the sense used

in

Further com ent I find unnecessary for the

ready pen of Augustine surely flowed well while he was
writing,

scoause the ready, fluent s$yle induced a

clear translation,
so translate it*

in so far as one might be able to
In adhering quite closely to the text,
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confusion of interpretation might have arisen,
nevertheless

but

the translation, howsoever badly turned

or well translated Is the best of which 1 am capable*

